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 “In 1964 I was born on a 90-foot traditional sailing schooner and sailed throughout my childhood along all 
the European coasts,” says company owner, founder and namesake Olivier van Meer. Certainly its clear 
that the shipping roots of Olivier F. van Meer go much deeper than some. Having become the youngest 
licensed captain on a commercial craft in the Netherlands at that time at the age of 18, Olivier moved into 
full-time naval architecture and yacht design in 1985. Since then the company works with the same 
specialists as when it was founded 28 years ago, have undertaken over 700 design, conversion and refit 
projects. Based in Wijdenes, the Netherlands, Olivier van Meer combines practical shipbuilding know-how 
with modern design skills, and approximately 120,000 nautical miles of experience under the belt of 
Olivier alone. 

“These projects are on vessels ranging from eight to 150 metres in length, including both sailing yachts as 
well as power craft and professional commercial projects,” explains Olivier. A specific signature of our 
company is that we can produce all of the material necessary for the vessel construction in-house – 
design, naval architecture, construction, technical engineering, workshop drawings, and computer 
numerical control (CNC) and computer measuring machine (CMC) information for the hull and interior 
building. The advantage of this approach is that there are only three parties involved in the building 
process – client, architect and shipyard, which allows for fast and efficient working.” 

Taking a close look at the key strengths of the company, Olivier describes what sets OVM apart from its 
market competitors: “One of the added values of our company is that we work on both luxury private 
yachts and professional craft projects. In our experience there are a number of technical and aesthetic 
cross-over’s between these two markets, and so we concentrate on providing the best of both worlds – 
sophisticated yacht design combined with the technical systems of the commercial industry.  One of our 
specific areas of expertise, and one that we have very little competition in, is our accumulated experience 
with large sailing vessels and rigs. Every member of our core specialist team, myself included, is an 
experienced sailor and this practical knowledge informs how we engineer and design vessels.” 

“As a company we focus on what we are good at, which is specifically one-off motor and sailing yachts, as 
well as one-off special professional craft like expedition, sail training and passenger vessels. Alongside 
these bespoke designs, we have also created some very successful house designs. These are set concepts, 
which are built in repeat but are always customised to the end client. Some of our most well-known 
brands are the Puffin® and Zaca® sailing yachts. 

By concentrating on its core expertise, Olivier van Meer continues to achieve high levels of quality, as 
indicated by its reputation, project after project. “Each team member is responsible for their own work,” 
comments Olivier. One way I ensure that our quality remains high is to not accept any orders that are 
above our capabilities. This is not because we are not looking for challenges within our expertise, in fact 
we have developed solutions for many specific problems that our competitors would not approach. 
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